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See Article History Alternative Titles: Jupiterimages Corporation History Armenian and Portuguese traders
were living in the San Thome area of what is now present-day Chennai before the arrival of the British in
Madras was the shortened name of the fishing village Madraspatnam, where the British East India Company
built a fort and factory trading post in â€” At that time, the weaving of cotton fabrics was a local industry, and
the English invited the weavers and native merchants to settle near the fort. By the factory of Fort St. George
was recognized as a presidency an administrative unit governed by a president , and between and the company
expanded its control. About , by which time the last of the local rulers had been shorn of his powers, the
English had become masters of southern India, and Madras had become their administrative and commercial
capital. The government of Tamil Nadu officially changed the name of the city to Chennai in Saint George,
FortFort St. George, Chennai, Tamil Nadu state, India. Vivian Richard The contemporary city Madras
developed without a plan from its 17th-century core, formed by Fort St. George and the Indian quarters. To the
north and northwest are the industrial areas; the main residential areas are to the west and south, where a
number of modern high-rise apartment buildings have been constructed, and the old villages are in the centre.
The most distinctive buildings in the city are the seven large temples in the Dravidian style, situated in the city
sections of George Town, Mylapore, and Triplicane. The Chepauk Palace the former residence of the nawab
[Mughal ruler] of Karnataka and the University Senate House, both in the Deccan Muslim style, and the
Victoria Technical Institute and the High Court buildings, both in the Indo-Saracenic style, are generally
considered the most attractive buildings of the British period. Chennai and its suburbs have more than Hindu
temples. The oldest is the Parthasarathi Temple built in the 8th century by Pallava kings. The Kapaleeswarar
Temple 16th century is dedicated to the Hindu god Shiva. Other places of worship within the city include Luz
Church â€”82 , one of the oldest churches in Chennai; St. Thomas ; and Wallajah Mosque , built by the nawab
of Karnataka. The Armenian Church of the Holy Virgin Mary , in the George Town section of Chennai,
surrounds a courtyard cemetery with Armenian tombstones dating from the midth century. The international
headquarters of the Theosophical Society is situated in gardens between the Adyar River and the coast. Of
particular interest there is a banyan tree dating from about Numerous technology parks, where many foreign
companies have offices, are found throughout the city. Other major industries include the manufacture of
automobiles, rubber, fertilizer, leather, iron ore, and cotton textiles. Wheat, machinery, iron and steel, and raw
cotton are imported. There is an oil refinery in Chennai. Services, especially finance and tourism, are also
significant. Hotels, luxury resorts, restaurants, marinas, and parks line Marina Beach, the coastline abutting
Chennai city. Chennai has numerous educational institutions. Professional education can be obtained in the
state medical and veterinary sciences colleges, the colleges of engineering and technology, the Tamil Nadu
Isai Kalluri music college, the College of Arts and Crafts, and the teacher-training colleges. The city is the site
of the University of Madras , which has several advanced centres of research. Since the s Chennai has
emerged as one of the leading medical centres of the country. This was a result of the proliferation of private
specialty hospitals, especially those which provide treatment for cardiac and eye ailments. Cultural institutions
in Chennai include the Madras Music Academy, devoted to the encouragement of Karnatak music â€”the
music of Karnataka, the historical region between the southern Coromandel Coast of the Bay of Bengal and
the Deccan plateau. The Kalakshetra is a centre of dance and music, and the Rasika Ranjini Sabha, in
Mylapore, encourages the theatrical arts. The city has training centres for kuchipudi and bharata natyam Indian
classical dance forms. Kalakshetra and Sri Krishna Gana Sabha, a cultural institution, both host annual dance
festivals. The suburban town of Kodambakkam, with its numerous film studios, is described as the Hollywood
of southern India. George and a collection of paintings in the National Art Gallery. Squash, cricket , tennis ,
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and hockey are popular sports in Chennai and its surrounding region. The Madras Cricket Club , located
behind the Chepauk Palace, is host to major national sports tournaments. The city has many other clubs and
associations including motor sports, chess, and equestrian events. Guindy National Park is a wildlife sanctuary
situated in the heart of the city. Other places for recreation in and around Chennai are the Chennai Crocodile
Bank, Pulicat Lake a large saltwater lagoon , a bird sanctuary, and a zoological park. Chennai is well
connected by road, rail, air, and sea. It has an international airport and seaport. Within the city a network of
bus services and auto-rickshaws are common modes of transport. The historic town of Mamallapuram with its
shore temple, about 37 miles 60 km south of Chennai, is a popular tourist destination.
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Tarush Bhalla Manufacturing, automobile, engineering, and now startups â€” Chennai is undoubtedly
emerging as a successful playground for multiple startups. With Chennai-based companies like Freshdesk and
Indix already creating their mark on global territories, the city is hands down the fastest emerging SaaS hub
for startups. Adding to the fame is bootstrapped unicorn Zoho, which, although born out of Silicon Valley,
entrusts Chennai with its developer teams. Startups of Chennai Amongst the other well-known names is
financial marketplace BankBazaar. Further, in , a total of 58 million was invested across 14 deals in
Chennai-based startups. Startup investment distribution across cities But, having given legacy startups such as
Bharatmatrimony. Hey Chennai, listen up! Get ready to listen and engage with us and tell us your stories.
Through a device and mobile app, the user can interact with their car for fuel analysis, mileage tracking, trip
tracking, smart terrain mapping, etc. Other features include a black box which tracks the vehicle speed during
an accident. In May last year, the firm was reported to be entering the production phase with the device being
self-installable. Having gone commercial in January this year, the product was the brainchild of Dayal Nathan
and Dilip Rajendran. Connecting close to 10 devices to the Energyly hardware, the platform provides a simple
dashboard interface measuring the energy consumption pattern to make targeted changes to reduce power cost.
Changing the way traction and engagement are assessed, the platform provides analytics and insights on
increasing conversions and transactions to marketers for their websites. Sitting as a Google Chrome plugin,
the SaaS tool had received 1, signups with companies during its launch in December last year. Bootstrapped,
the platform also gives service centres and businesses the opportunity to promote, manage, and sell their
services online. Within two months of its launch, GoBumpr registered over car- and bike-owners, clocking Rs
15 lakh in revenues. In January, they were reported to have on-boarded service providers 50 four-wheeler
service centres, two-wheeler centres, and 90 exclusive tyre puncture shops. Essentially an AI-powered
contracts engine, the platform automatically checks for common errors and loopholes, pointing out missing
obligations and restrictions when a contract is uploaded at the backend. Bootstrapped, the product also helps in
drafting and reviewing contracts automatically. Operational in five cities â€” Bengaluru, Mumbai, Pune,
Delhi, and Chennai â€” the firm has a little over 20 employees. Reported to have a network of professional
drivers, the app allows individuals to request for a driver at a specific time and location. Charging customers
on a minutely basis, the app has around 4,â€”5, downloads across platforms and closes 4, rides on a monthly
basis. In April this year, the startup raised an undisclosed amount in pre-Series A from ah! Ventures and
subsequently acquired Mumbai-based chauffeur service Driven by May this year. The software essentially
automates the processes of compliance and risk management linked to corporate governance. With
contact-less NFC-enabled cards, the solutions are designed to handle a variety of payments and security access
applications. The firm is also scouting for similar partnerships in Bangladesh, Middle East, and the
Philippines. With a team of 90 people, the firm is looking to market 10 million NFC cards by the end of this
year. Chandrasekhar, and Vishwadeep Kuila in Last year it was reported that the online workflow tool is used
by 10, customers across countries. This list is by no means exhaustive. Which is your favourite startup from
Chennai? Let us know in the comments below. This article was updated on August 22,
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During the early years of the Madras Presidency, the English were repeatedly attacked by the Mughals, the
Marathas and the Nawabs of Golkonda and the Carnatic region. The last quarter of the 18th century was a
period of rapid expansion. Successful wars against Tipu Sultan â€”99 , Velu Thambi, Polygars and Ceylon
added vast areas of land and contributed to the exponential growth of the Presidency. Newly conquered
Ceylon formed part of the Madras Presidency between and Thanjavur was annexed in , following the death of
Shivaji II â€” who left no male heir. Sadagopacharlu â€”63 was the first Indian to be appointed to the council.
A number of roads, railways, dams and canals were constructed during this period. The first political
organisation in the province, the Madras Native Association, was established by Gazulu Lakshminarasu
Chetty on 26 February Of the 72 delegates who participated in the first session of the Indian National
Congress at Bombay in December , 22 hailed from the Madras Presidency. The third session of the Indian
National Congress was held in Madras in December [44] and was a huge success attended by delegates from
the province. Olcott moved the headquarters of the Theosophical Society to Adyar in Nationalistic
newspapers such as The Hindu , the Swadesamitran and the Mathrubhumi actively endorsed the campaign for
independence. Ramaswamy right , who founded the Self-Respect Movement and took over the Justice party in
A dyarchy was created in Madras Presidency in as per the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms with provisions made
for elections in the presidency. Following the first elections held in November , the Justice Party , an
organisation established in to campaign for increased representation of non-Brahmins in the administration,
came to power. Subbarayalu Reddiar became the first Chief Minister of the Madras Presidency but resigned
soon after due to declining health and was replaced by P. Reddy resigned from primary membership and
formed a splinter group allied with the opposition Swarajists. Ramarayaningar remained in power until
November The enactment in August of the first communal Government Order G. In the following elections of
the Justice Party lost. However, as no party was able to obtain a clear majority, the Governor, Lord Goschen ,
set up a cross-party government under the leadership of P. Subbarayan and nominated its supporting members.
Munuswamy Naidu became Chief Minister. Fearing a no-confidence motion against him, Munuswamy Naidu
resigned in November and the Raja of Bobbili was appointed Chief Minister in his place. It was launched by
E. Ramaswamy Naicker who, unhappy with the principles and policies of the Brahmin leadership of the
provincial Congress, left the party to form the Self-Respect Movement. Periyar, as he was alternatively
known, criticised Brahmins , Hinduism , and Hindu superstitions in periodicals and newspapers such as
Viduthalai and Justice. He also participated in the Vaikom satyagraha , which campaigned for the right of
untouchables in Travancore to enter temples. He successfully enacted the Temple Entry Authorization and
Indemnity Act [59] and introduced both prohibition [60] and sales taxes in the Madras Presidency. His rule is
largely remembered for the use of Hindi being made compulsory in educational institutions, a measure which
made him highly unpopular as a politician [61] [62] and sparked widespread Anti-Hindi agitations , which led
to violence in some places. Over 1, men, women, and children were jailed for their participation in such
Anti-Hindi agitations [63] while Thalamuthu and Natarasan died during the protests. The Governor of Madras,
Sir Arthur Hope , took over the administration and the unpopular law was eventually repealed by him on 21
February He was succeeded by O. Ramaswamy Reddiyar , who became the first Chief Minister of Madras
state when India gained independence on 15 August
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The Madras Presidency had the highest literacy rate of all the provinces in British India. In , Madras had a male literacy
rate of percent and a female literacy rate of percent. In , when the Madras Presidency became Madras State, the literacy
rate was slightly higher than the national average of 18 percent.

Indian leather sector stands at USD India accounts for High Growth projected in the next five years. India is
the second largest producer of footwear and leather garments in the world. Exports are projected reach USD 9.
Opportunity to tap huge domestic market in India-: The domestic market is expected to double in the next five
years from present level and reach USD 18 billion by Comparative advantages in cost of production and
labour costs as compared to other major manufacturing countries. All these segments have high growth
potential. Per capita consumption of footwear in India projected to increase upto 4 pairs and total domestic
consumption is expected to reach upto 5 billion pairs by Great opportunity to set-up manufacturing facility of
footwear components, considering increasing demand for fashion footwear in India. GROWTH DRIVERS
High growth potential on exports, the ready availability of leather, the abundance of essential raw materials
and rapid strides in the areas of capacity modernisation and expansion, skill development and environment
management, coupled with a favourable investment climate has made the Indian leather industry a favourable
investment destination. Favorable government policies for promotion of leather sector. An assistance for
Placement Linked Skill Development training to unemployed persons is provided â€”USD per person, for skill
up-gradation training to employed workers- USD 76 per employee and for training of trainers â€”USD 3, per
person. Establishment of Institutional Facilities sub-scheme: Leather Technology, Innovation and
Environmental sub-scheme: Under this scheme, eligible units approved for Brand Promotion are assisted.
These include the following projects. Investors can set-up their units in one of these MLCs. The package
involves implementation of Central Sector Scheme with an approved expenditure of INR Crore over the three
financial years i.
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Promoted by the Tejoomal's group, Tejoomal's Industries (TIL) was incorporated in Dec.' The group is known for the
manufacture and export of leather footwear and has manufacturing units in Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Agra and Miraj.

Mohammad Aly Rangoonwala an indsutrialist and philanthropist was born on May 20th in Rangoon. The
young Mohammad Aly Rangoonwala quickly re-established the family business and became well known
amongst the Bombay business community. In , his involvement with the Pakistan movement gathered
momentum and he worked closely with Mr. Mohammad Ali Jinnah laid the foundation of the first edible oil
refinery in Pakistan at Karachi, which M. Rangoonwala established with his associates. Rangoonwala was a
pioneer in the edible oil industry in Pakistan and prior to nationalization, had the largest group of edible oil
refineries in Asia. He pioneered bulking terminals and cosmetics manufacturing in Pakistan. His knowledge of
edible oils was amply put to test after nationalization when he participated with the Malaysian Government in
the edible oil industry in Malaysia. He also established business organizations and charitable trusts in Europe
and the Far East. His contribution in the establishment of trade and industry in Pakistan is well known and he
was also responsible for the Pakistan Trade Bodies Ordinance He served on several other boards of public and
private organizations in Pakistan and abroad. Rangoonwala had a passion for philanthropy, social work and
education for the masses. In , he established the V. Public School in Karachi in memory of his late father V.
Gany and in , the Zuleikhabai V. Gany Rangoonwala Community Centre and Trust as a public charitable
institute. In all his philanthropic organizations, his motto has always been "Service to Humanity". The
objectives of his charitable organizations are to help in the education and upliftment of indigent and deserving
people regardless of race and religion. The concept of the Community Centre, which he pioneered at the
Rangoonwala Community Centre in Karachi has become a model concept for community centres not only in
Pakistan but internationally. Today, the World Memon Foundation Community Centre in Husainabad, Karachi
has in attendance over 16, women per quarter who come for vocational training.
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largest Madras leather tannery, called the Chrome Leather Company, was set up near Pallavaram near Madras by a
young European who was an assistant in a Madras tannery and this firm supplied chrome leather for upholstery to a
coach making firm.

Registered with the Registrar of Newspapers for India under R. Nagappa Chettiar, a pioneer of the leather
industry in India. Sundaram, and yet was a trailblazer of the leather industry. The distinct look of Chettiar,
always clad in white shirt and white dhoti, even in the presence of suited-and-booted foreign visitors, subtly
speaks of his conviction to stick to his roots. Born in Melsivapuri in Pudukottai district on August 6, ,
Nagappan lost his father very early. As was usual with Nattukottai Chettiars, he joined the banking business of
M. Narayanan Chettiar in Ceylon, when he was just In , he launched out on his own into leather trading. A
tannery was operated from rented premises in The leather industry was in a nascent stage in Ceylon at the
time and Nagappa Chettiar and his partner adopted a scientific method of processing leather using vegetable
tanning with wattle bark extract to save cost and time. Building on quality and timely delivery, the firm
created an export market demand for its products. The rise of his business was meteoric and, by , a new
tannery was built in Himbutuwelgoda near Colombo. Acting on the suggestion of the then Indian Agent in
Ceylon, M. Nagappa Chettiar with R. At that time, East India tanned hides and skins known as EI tanned
leathers , produced through tanning using vegetable materials and indigenous barks and, later, wattle extract,
were in high demand by the British for export to the UK from India. After Independence, sensing that the
demand for tanned leather from India would grow considerably, Nagappa Chettiar along with other directors
from his community established the India Leather Corporation Private Limited ILC in ILC also bought a
transport company in Bangalore to meet its transportation needs. The first major breakthrough that Nagappa
Chettiar, as Managing Director of ILC, achieved was convincing the Japanese to buy higher grade of leather in
place of their low grade imports. This was during his visit to Japan in As a result, ILC was supplying
one-third of all Japanese leather needs in the s. He also visited the UK and Europe to establish direct contact
with buyers. Buyers in Europe were getting their leather through auctions in the UK. What Nagappa Chettiar
did changed the fortunes of the leather industry in India. Instead of going through the auction system, he
directly reached out to the buyers. The office also housed an electric baling press, electric hoists, a testing
laboratory, an exhibition of products of EI tanned leather, a technical library and a canteen. This company of
repute had been started by the British and was being managed by Ida Chambers, an Australian and a member
of the founding family. Nagappa Chettiar nevertheless sustained the company. A historic institution Nagappa
Chettiar acquired.. Nagappa Chettiar was closely associated with the Central Leather Research Institute since
its inception in He enjoyed a good rapport with its illustrious director, Dr. Nayudamma, in the s, and the
directors who followed him. His lasting contributions to the Institute are visible even today. It was he who
mooted the idea of International Leather Fair in Madras and was successful in organising the first fair at the
CLRI premises in with able support from Nayudamma. He also donated Rs. Although the building is
complete, it is yet to see the ideal of Nagappa Chettiar fulfilled. His significant contribution to the leather
industry is changing the paradigm from exporting wet skins and hides of lower quality and semi-finished
leather into fully finished leather and value-added leather products to other countries. His collaboration with
academia enabled him to look for innovative ways to improve the quality of leather. He was awarded Padma
Shri by Government of India in for his contributions to the leather industry. Apart from product innovation,
Nagappa Chettiar was also instrumental in bringing the leather industry together. He pays handsome tribute to
Nagappa Chettiar who was Chairman of LEPC at that time, pointing out that Chettiar had a sharp mind despite
lack of formal education. Many important changes took place when the Chettiar-Sundaram combine
encouraged switching from semi-finished leather to finished leather for export. Necessary clearances for
acquiring machinery were also streamlined. Despite his towering achievements, Chettiar remained humble.
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This inspired Chettiar to look for ways to improve the situation. He donated liberally to educational causes and
also to temples. A postcard from Buenos Aires to his daughter addressed as Miss Yegu Nagappan in , featured
in the book, reveals his concern for her and his wife from far afar when instant communication was star years
away. In the Foreword to the book, Yegammai says his father always found time for the family despite his
pressing business interests. This pioneer of leather trade in India breathed his last in , aged His death was a
great loss to ear industry in particular.
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The main reason behind this good transformation is the several policy initiatives taken by the government of
India. Indian proactive government initiatives have yielded quick and improved results. Today the Indian
leather industry has attained a prominent place in the Indian export and has made the industry one of the top 7
industries that earns foreign exchange for the country. Since as India adopted the globalization and liberalized
economic policies, the leather industry has flourished consistently in several ways and has contributed heavily
to the Indian exchequer. Investing in Indian Leather Industry is advantageous because the industry is poised to
grow further and achieve a major share in the global trading market. The post liberalization era has opened up
a great plethora of opportunities for the Indian Leather Industry. As the global players looking for new
sourcing options while in addition to China, India stands to gain a bigger share of the global market. Leading
brands from the US and Europe have plans to source leather and leather products from India. India has become
biggest livestock producer in the world, with the capacity of 1. India today produces million pairs of various
categories of footwear. Indian leather industry has the credit of being one of the oldest manufacturing
industries catering to the global market from the 19th century. The age of the industry has linked it with social
and organizational structure, and emerges as a complex one with elements of continuity and traditional
structures. The ultimate quality of the Indian leather combined with efficient craftsmanship has secured a
sturdy place for Indian leather goods in the global market. Indian leather industry is getting more organized,
with a springing capacity for expansion. Brief Introduction Indian Leather Industry has developed to a large
extent and is the second largest producer next to China. The industry is equipped mostly with a potential for
employment generation, growth and exports, with the annual exports touching 2 billion USD. The industry
experienced a positive metamorphosis from being a transporter of raw materials to an established exporter of
value added and finished leather products. Currently it is on an ever increasing phase with optimum utilization
of available raw materials and maximum returns from exports. Government of India realizing the growth
potential of the leather industry has been making significant efforts to promote rapid advancement of the
industry. Under the scheme, existing tanneries will be modernized and new units will be set up for footwear,
components and leather products. This scheme is expected to result in gains in terms of productivity,
right-sizing of capacity, cost-cutting, and design-development. The leather and leather products industry is one
of the oldest manufacturing industries in India. The Indian leather industry provides employment to about 2.
Indian leather Industry occupies a prominent place in the Indian economy in view of its massive potential for
employment, growth and exports. There has been an increasing emphasis on its planned development, aimed
at optimum utilisation of available raw materials for maximising the returns, particularly from exports. The
exports of leather and leather products gained momentum during the past two decades. There has been a
phenomenal growth in exports from Rs. Today Indian Leather Industry has attained well merited recognition
in international markets besides occupying a prominent place among the top seven foreign exchange earners of
the country. Market capitalization Among all the industries the footwear industry in particular holds greater
potential for investments in India. Footwear, garments, handbags, leather gloves, purses, wallets, and
briefcases are some of the products exported. To develop the footwear industry the Indian Government has
come up with numerous initiatives. Footwear Industry is now de-licensed and de-reserved, providing
expansion of capacities on modern lines with state-of-the-art machinery. Top 10 leather exporters.
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The leather industry is evidently beneficial for the Indian economy, providing jobs and exports with potential for growth.
However, the workers, often local families including children, continue.

George, the first major English settlement in India and the foundation stone of Chennai St. According to the
Archaeological Survey of India ASI , Pallavaram was a megalithic cultural establishment, and pre-historic
communities resided in the settlement. During the 1st century CE , a poet and weaver named Thiruvalluvar
lived in the town of Mylapore a neighbourhood of present Chennai. They also defeated several kingdoms
including the Cheras , Cholas and Pandyas who ruled over the area before their arrival. Sculpted caves and
paintings have been identified from that period. A portion of these findings belonged to the Vijayanagara
Empire , which ruled the region during the medieval period. In , the Dutch established themselves near Pulicat
, north of Chennai. George , the first major English settlement in India, [58] which became the nucleus of the
growing colonial city and urban Chennai, grew around this Fort. George, due to a change in the Government.
George and Madras were captured by the French under General La Bourdonnais , the Governor of Mauritius ,
who plundered the town and its outlying villages. Because of Madras and its people, English now exists in
India, otherwise Hindi might have been made the sole official language in India. Geography of Chennai
Chennai is located on the southâ€”eastern coast of India in the northâ€”eastern part of Tamil Nadu on a flat
coastal plain known as the Eastern Coastal Plains. Its average elevation is around 6. A third river, the
Kortalaiyar , travels through the northern fringes of the city before draining into the Bay of Bengal, at Ennore.
The estuary of this river is heavily polluted with effluents released by the industries in the region. Several
lakes of varying size are located on the western fringes of the city. Some areas of the city have the problem of
excess iron content in groundwater. In these areas, rainwater runoff percolates quickly through the soil. The
crust has granite rocks indicating volcanic activities in the past. A large number of cattle egrets , pond herons
and other waterbirds can be seen in the rivers of Cooum and Adyar. About 75, birds migrate to Chennai every
year. Guindy National Park is a protected area within the city limits. Wildlife conservation and research
activities take place at Arignar Anna Zoological Park including Olive ridley sea turtle conservation. A total of
species of trees belonging to 94 genera and 42 families are found in the city. Urbanization has led to shrinkage
of water bodies and wetlands. The city lies on the thermal equator [] and is also on the coast, which prevents
extreme variation in seasonal temperature. The lowest recorded temperature was Cyclones in the Bay of
Bengal sometimes hit the city. Historically, Chennai has relied on the annual rains of the monsoon season to
replenish water reservoirs, as no major rivers flow through the area.
9: Hide Control. - OPINION - The Hindu
Calcutta Leather Complex is an industrial complex at Bantala in east Kolkata, India. It is located 14 km from the central
business district of Kolkata and has an area of about square kilometres. It is located 14 km from the central business
district of Kolkata and has an area of about square kilometres.
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